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PROPOSED TREATMENT OF FILM ORIGINALS IN AUSTRALIA'S NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

Summary

SNA93 introduces the concept of artistic originals as part of the asset category intangible produced assets.
The production of artistic originals should thus be capitalised and reflected as an acquisition of produced

assets.  The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) intends to implement this recommendation of SNA93 in
the Australian National Accounts (ANA)using a present value approach to valuation where possible.  The
extent of implementation will depend on the availability of data.

This paper focuses on the largest area of the production of artistic originals in Australia, film production on
own-account.  For artistic originals of films, the original is defined as the master negative, after

sound synchronisation and editing.  The paper outlines the two approaches referred to in SNA93 for
valuation of the film artistic original.  It compares these treatments, considers their implications, and
discusses their appropriateness in the Australian context.

SNA93 Recommendations

1. SNA93 recommends that own-account production of films together with other literary,
entertainment and artistic originals be capitalised as intangible produced assets (SNA93 paragraph 10.95).

2. Regarding valuation SNA93 states

"the value of the original depends on the actual or expected receipts from the sale or use of copies
at the second stage (of production)..."     (SNA93, paragraph 6.143)

3. In the case where an artistic original is not sold but is retained by the copyright owner of the
original, SNA93 suggests that

     "its value could be estimated on the basis of its production costs with a mark-up.  However,
the size of any mark-up must depend on the discounted value of the future receipts expected from
using it in production, so that it is effectively this discounted value, however uncertain, that
determines its value."  (SNA93 paragraph 6.144)

4. Nonetheless, SNA93 recognises that the valuation of artistic originals

"may be difficult because it depends on the future benefits that the owner expects to derive.
These benefits may be difficult to estimate in advance.  In the absence of other information it
may be necessary to value the original by its costs of production, as in the case of many other
kinds of output produced for own gross fixed capital formation." (SNA93 paragraph 10.95)
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5.  It can be inferred from these extracts that, ideally, SNA93 recommends a present value method to
value artistic originals.  Artistic originals are assets for which the returns are generally delayed and/or
spread over a long period.  A present value approach for films requires estimates of the future series of
annual income flows generated from films.  These flows are then discounted to get the present value of
film income in any given year.  As SNA93 assumes this approach is likely to be difficult to implement it
suggests that the production cost approach can be used as a second best solution.  This approach would be
based on obtaining data on production costs of films and capitalising these data.

6.  However, in the case of film production in Australia it is more appropriate to use a present value
approach for both conceptual and data availability reasons.

ANA Present Treatment

7.  The ANA does not capitalise any artistic originals at present and treats income associated with
films, such as royalties, as property income.

Conceptual and Data Issues

The Australian film industry

8. Before discussing conceptual and data issues concerning the treatment of film production, some
background to film making and the Australian film industry is provided.

9.  In the case of the artistic original, film, the actual value of the master negative resides not in the
negative itself but in the copyright. The owners of the copyright in the finished film possess the right to
make decisions about how the asset is exploited.  Ownership of this asset is determined by the complex
contractual arrangements between producers, creative contributors, film financiers and potential
distributors under which a film is made.   These contractual arrangements also determine the sharing and
priority of claims to revenue and profit generated by the exploitation of the film.

10. The copyright owners are generally

(i) the investors who fund the production of the film; and/or

(ii) the producer and other creative principals.

The copyright owners of the film license, to other parties, the right to sell other rights.  This gives the
copyright owners a stream of future income.  In Australia, the copyright is rarely if ever sold in its entirety.
Hence the situation of own-account production, as defined in SNA93, is usual industry practice in
Australia.

11. In many countries the average return on copyright ownership is usually negative for the
following reasons1:

(i) Copyright owners in Australia and many other countries are often government agencies (or
other self- or government-subsidised investors) who invest in films for reasons which are
only partly commercially-based.  Governments subsidise local production to encourage local
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cultural values and to allow the local economy to enjoy the benefit from the strong multiplier
effects generated by the industry.

(ii) The tradition that the primary commercial risk of film-making should be borne at the
production or copyright level.  In practice, this means that a copyright owner's share of the
proceeds of a film (apart from any advances that may be paid by a distributor) is contingent
on the film generating sufficient income to first pay out its exhibitors and distributors who, in
effect, stand ahead of the copyright owner in the queue for payment.

(iii)Free to air television has 80 percent of the market for film viewings but generates less than 20
per cent of film revenues, thus forcing down returns to copyright holders.  This has been the
case for much of the period since television was introduced.  However, as new media such as
pay television develop, average returns for copyright holders may start to increase.

12. In Australia there is a substantial level of government assistance to the industry.  Further,
Australian films nearly always cost more to make than they return.  The Australian Film Finance
Corporation (AFFC), which is the Federal Government's main agency for financially supporting the
Australian film and television production industry, estimates that the average rate of return to all investors
in the Australian feature films in which the AFFC has invested is 60 cents in the dollar.  For
documentaries, the return is even lower.  In effect the vast majority of Australian films lose money, even
with a raft of government funding interventions.

13. The "above-the-line" production costs in a film budget refer to those costs which cover the
creative elements of the film - the producer, director, some actors, script and writers.  The payment of these
costs is often deferred.  Above-the-line talent frequently participate in the "point" (percentages of profits)
in the film, reflecting the many and varied participation arrangements for sharing in the profits of a film.
Producers, or any of the creative elements for example, may not even be paid their flat fee (which was
included as part of production costs) until several periods later.  This enables a film to be produced with
less finance than would otherwise have been the case.

14. In major film industry centres, like Hollywood, various studio accounting practices frequently
affect the bottom line.  Basically, it is in a studio's interests to keep a film as far from a net profit position
as possible in its accounts because studios earn interest on the float which allows them to finance new
ventures.  Also, they reason that they are taking all the risk (being copyright holders) and should be paid
well for that.  The related consequence is that the actual reporting of the profit of a film to economic
surveys may be delayed.

15. In the Australian case the AFFC also has some arrangements for allowing producers to share in
the net profits, although they are considerably less complicated than in the American case.  Since 1994
Australian film producers have been allowed to receive a 10 per cent share of the AFFC's revenues from
their films, as an advance against their profit share, once the AFFC has recouped a certain percentage of its
investment.  This percentage depends on the production category.  For features, the threshold is 35 per cent
of AFFC investment.  For television drama it is 45 per cent and for documentaries it is 20 per cent.  Once
the total budget of a project has been recouped and prior to the producer sharing in actual profits, the
revenue entitlement must be prepaid to the AFFC.  The arrangements are intended to bring money to the
producer more quickly than previously, to reward success and focus producers' minds on recoupment.  To
the AFFC, however, the downside is that there is less money for investment in new ventures.

16. Fees are generally not deferred on AFFC productions as the AFFC prefers the fees to be part of
the production budget.  However, fees are sometimes deferred on non-AFFC productions.  These are
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generally low budget.  In such cases the above-the-line talent (and sometimes below-the-line cast and
crew) defer part or all of their fee which is then paid out of first returns or after full recoupment by the
investors.  (As the majority of films do not break even, the latter is less likely.)

Problems with the cost of production approach

17. The cost of production approach uses, as its name indicates, the costs of production to estimate
the value of the artistic original.  Because of the typically low return on Australian films, if the cost of
production approach were used to represent the capital expenditure on the master negatives produced in
each year, it would significantly overstate gross fixed capital formation (GFCF).

18. For films which do not recover their costs of production, the cost of production approach would
result in the initial year's output being valued far in excess of the future earnings relating to that output.
Hence the value of the intangible fixed asset ex post would be considerably lower than used in calculating
the value of film production output.  As SNA93 gives no explicit guidance there is some uncertainty about
how to treat this change in value in the accounts.  This will depend on whether it is to be regarded as being
due to a price or a volume change in the accounts.  For ease of exposition assume there is no inflation.  In
the flow accounts there would be no revision to the original estimate of gross fixed capital formation.  In
the balance sheet accounts, the most appropriate treatment would be to make an entry in the other changes
in volume of assets account, possibly under the category of "other volume changes in non-financial assets
n.e.c.".  If the assumption of no inflation is relaxed there could also be adjustments for holding gains and
losses in the revaluation account.

19. A key consideration would be precisely in which periods to make these adjustments.  The change
in value should be recognised as soon as it is apparent that the film is not going to recover its production
costs rather than wait for full information after, say, five years.  It may well be the case that a downward
adjustment is necessary in the first year after production.  Indeed it would seem likely that more than one
adjustment for a change in value could be necessary.   However, if the asset were to be valued using the
present value approach, it is likely that any future adjustments would be significantly smaller.  See
Appendix 1 for a numerical depiction of the issue, assuming the typical case for an Australian production
where most films do not recoup their costs of production.

20. A practical complication with the cost of production approach is that the Australian film industry
has, to varying extents, adopted accounting practices which result in the non-payment of production costs
when they are due or the non-reporting of profits when they actually occur.  This could distort national
accounts estimates.  Current cost accounting, as recommended in SNA93, requires that assets and goods
used in production be valued at their actual or estimated current market prices at the time the production
takes place.  The types of arrangements outlined in paragraphs 13 -16 above make it difficult to implement
current cost accounting.  This is a further argument for not using the cost of production approach to value
the master negative of a film.

21. In addition, the data for the cost of production approach in Australia are not very timely as they
are currently published biennially.  For the past seven years the Australian Film Commission, in
conjunction with industry analyst Entertainment Business Review, has conducted an annual survey of
audiovisual production in Australia.  Data by the different categories of film and television were last
published in October 1996 including data up to 1994/95.  In contrast, data for the present value approach
are available from the AFFC for 1995/96.
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22. In the Australian context, the production cost approach is not thought to be appropriate as a basis
for estimating gross fixed capital expenditure for film originals because the Australian film industry on
balance experiences significant losses.  It does not seem logical to significantly overvalue the production of
films in the national accounts by capitalising them at a value far in excess of their expected returns.
Further, the production cost approach is subject to significant practical problems in Australia's case
because the payments to producers, directors, actors, etc. often do not conform with current cost
accounting standards and because production cost data are not timely.

Present value of future film rentals

23. The aim of this method is to discount the future cash flows from all exploitation of the rights
associated with a film in order to provide one figure for the present value of those flows.  These discounted
future cash flows provide the value of capital formation in a year when calculated using flows associated
with films produced in that year and provide balance sheet estimates when calculated in respect of future
cash flows for all films irrespective of the year of production.  It is a well established technique and is used
in many industries to value assets or to appraise a potential investment in a long-term project.

24.   The present value method, which is illustrated numerically in Appendix 1, avoids the problems
associated with the cost of production approach.  In Australia, the utilisation of the present value method is
dependent on the AFFC and the various state government film financing agencies supplying the ABS with
the appropriate data as many of the details needed are not publicly available.

25.   The first data required are the gross sales from all sources for all films produced in each year.
These should be cross-classified by the AFFC categories: Features, Adult TV Drama, Children's TV Drama
and Documentaries.  Gross sales receipts (GS) in the Australian context refer to all revenue from sales of a
film, including receipts from exploitation of ancillary and underlying rights, export marketing grants,
export expansion schemes, statutory licences under the Copyright Act and interest on the returns account.
The AFFC uses the percentage of gross sales against budget as a measure of the market support of the
projects in which it invests.  A project with gross sales in excess of 50 per cent of the budget is considered
to have achieved significant market support.

26.   For the purposes of calculating present value of future film rentals the films should be grouped
according to the length of time over which income on the film is earned.  AFFC advises in their annual
report (1994/95, p.32) that the majority of feature film sales occur within the first year of completion.
Children's projects, however, have a shelf life of ten to twelve years.  Sales of television programs to
broadcasters tend to be recouped over a three to seven year period as buyers frequently indicate an
intention to purchase but the contracting does not occur until a slot in the transmission schedule becomes
available or when acquisition budgets permit.

Example of estimation methodology

27.   The following presents an example of the calculations for gross fixed capital formation for films
produced in 1988/89.  Table 1 presents illustrative data for the purposes of exposition.  Inflation is
assumed to be zero.
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Annual gross sales (GS)

Year 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94

t 0 1 2 3 4 5

GS ($m) 1 8 16 5 7 3

Assuming there are no sales beyond 1993/94 the present value of the future cash flows for 1988/89 films is
calculated using the following formula:

                        5  GSt
Present value   = ∑ -------

                       t=0   (1+d)t

The discount rate (d) may approximate a long term government bond rate although an extensive debate
exists surrounding the appropriate rate to use.  Appendix 3 provides a discussion of the issues involved.
Using the data above and assuming a discount rate of 10 per cent, the estimate of gross fixed capital
formation for 1988/89 is $31.9 million.  An estimated average return can be calculated by dividing the
present value by production costs.  Assuming production costs of $100m the average return is 31.9%.

28.   For more recently produced films the total income from the sales of the films will not be known.
In such instances the following estimation methods may need to be applied:

(i) Average patterns of gross sales from earlier years could be calculated to extend incomplete
gross sales series.  For example, for films produced in 1990/91 gross sales figures for
1990/91 to 1993/94 may be available but not those for 1994/95, 1995/96 etc.  In this situation
it could be assumed that the pattern of gross sales for 1988/89 feature films is repeated or
some average of the pattern over years for which data are available is applicable.

(ii) Or, if the films have not generated any sales (as in the most recent year of production), the
total production costs may be available.  Using the ratio of discounted gross sales to
production costs for earlier periods, such as 1988/89, estimates of capital formation could be
derived using an estimated proportion of production costs.

29. In the event that subsequent data alter the income stream from films, SNA93 does not give clear
guidance on the most appropriate treatment for the flow accounts and the balance sheet accounts.  The
ABS view is that, in the flow accounts, the initial estimate of capital formation in a particular year should
be adjusted in accordance with normal revisions policy, thus also affecting the estimate of the value of
production in the year of production.

30. In the balance sheet accounts, revisions can arise to the opening and closing values relating to a
particular film to reflect the latest available information on the income stream earned (or still expected to
be earned) for that film.  In addition, the balance sheet values may be affected by the need to incorporate
entries in the other changes in assets accounts.  For example:

(i) Entries may be required in the revaluation account to reflect changes in the current value of
the asset due to changes in the price level.
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(ii) Entries may be required in the other changes in volume of assets account to reflect a change
in volume which could arise if a film was  banned after some period of exhibition.

Sale of  copyright

31. For completeness, the recommended treatment of the sale of the copyright to a film should be
noted.  In rare circumstances, so called "suitcase producers" presell all of the rights to a film, before it is
even made, and do not collect any royalties thereafter.  SNA93 recommends that the sale price received by
the producer should be recorded in the accounts.  The transaction should be recorded in the accounts at the
time the transaction takes place.  In the event that the film subsequently delivers gains or losses for the
buyer different to the anticipated outcome at the time of purchase, the initial transaction price in the flow
accounts should not be revised.  The gains or losses for the buyer in later periods are reflected in the
balance sheet accounts as other changes in the volume of assets, assuming no inflation.

Data sources for present value of future receipts

32. AFFC will be the principal source of data for the present value methodology.  However,
unravelling the various monetary flows may be difficult.  Despite the complexities of these flows, AFFC is
likely to provide the best and most direct source of data.

33.   Alternative sources which may be available include the ABS survey of the film and video
industry in 1993/94 and the annual ABS Economic Activity Survey (EAS).  The 1993/94 film and video
industry survey may help develop a benchmark estimate and could be used as a check on some of the data
supplied from AFFC.   The items on the EAS form relating to exhibition and ancillary rights are:

Income from the sales of rights for completed works

including -- Income from advances
-- Minimum guarantee payments

               -- Program licence fee
               -- Pre-sales

Sales of ancillary rights

including -- Merchandising
-- Soundtrack
-- Literary

These two items added together are the nearest approximation in the ABS collections to the value of the
master negative, once it is completed, for own account production.  However, these two EAS items provide
only part of the future income stream, i.e., they relate to one year only and thus are not sufficient to
compile present value estimates.

Consumption of fixed capital

34. SNA93 states that, with respect to artistic originals,
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"Consumption of fixed capital is recorded in respect of the use of the asset in the same way as for
any other fixed asset used in production."  (SNA93, paragraph 6.145)

SNA93 goes on to state that:

"The value of a fixed asset to its owner at any point of time is determined by the present value of
the future rentals (i.e., the sum of the discounted stream of rental values) that can be expected
over its remaining service life."  (SNA93, paragraph 6.182)

35. The treatment suggested here uses the principle outlined in SNA93 paragraph 6.146.  In the case
where the owner of the artistic original licenses other producers to make use of the original in production

"... the owner is treated as providing services to the licensees that are recorded as part of their
intermediate consumption.  The payments made by the licensees may be described in various
ways, such as fees, commissions or royalties, but however they are described they are treated as
payments for services rendered by the owner.  The use of the asset is then recorded as
consumption of fixed capital in the production of services by the owner.  These services are
valued by the fees, commissions, royalties, etc. received from the licensees."  (SNA93,
paragraph 6.146)

36. There is little difference in principle regarding the consumption of fixed capital (COFC) whether
the producer exploits the artistic original himself or licenses someone else to do so.  The COFC in the case
of the producer exploiting the original on own account is, by analogy, equal to the value of the royalties,
the future income stream generated by the original.  In practical terms COFC reflects the fact that the value
of the film dissipates as it earns revenue.  Some of its value is gone once it has been shown at cinemas,
more is gone once it has been seen on television and, still more once it has been released as a video etc.,
until finally almost all of its value has gone.

37. However, it is not completely clear from SNA93 paragraph 6.146 how COFC should be
estimated for each period.  Three possible approaches are:

(i) Use the actual value of royalties income as the measure of COFC (see Appendix 2, Case 1)

(ii) Use the discounted royalties value for each year consistent with the present value calculation
for GFCF as the measure of COFC (See Appendix 2, Case 2).

(iii)Use the difference between opening and closing balance sheet values to obtain the estimates
for COFC (See Appendix 2, Case 3).

It would appear that the SNA93 recommendation in paragraph 6.146 is consistent with option (i) above.
However, application of this method for calculating COFC results in the apparent need to include special
adjustments in the balance sheet accounts which do not arise either because of what are normally
understood to be price or volume changes.  The third alternative provides a conceptually appealing way of
calculating COFC.  However, both this approach and the second approach result in the generation of
positive estimates for net operating surplus in years 1, 2 and 3, an outcome which is difficult to explain.  It
would therefore appear that applying the present value method in practice gives rise to some unexpected
complications.  Australia would welcome any views from member countries on how these apparent
problems could be resolved.
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The French approach

38.   A paper was produced for the ESA Workshop on Capital Formation in February 19962 outlining
first estimates of artistic originals for the French National Accounts in the framework of ESA95.  The
business accounting system in the French film industry records the value of the films they produce under
an intangible fixed assets item.  The industry is much more vertically integrated than in Australia, with the
requirement by the government that all French films must be handled by a French distributor.  Production
companies exist over longer periods than in Australia and hence the copyright value of films are recorded
as assets in the firms' books.  This detail is identifiable in the annual structural survey of service activities
which is conducted by the French Government and allows the identification of a firm's production
(including own account production) corresponding to the formation of an asset, expected to generate
income over several periods.  Therefore a measure of gross fixed capital formation is readily available.

39. This approach is not so applicable in Australia as the vast majority of producers do not capitalise
production costs.  To date such data have not been obtained from ABS economic surveys.  However, some
of the larger film producers in Australia do capitalise their production of films, and television stations also
capitalise part of their production costs.  Consequently, the French approach may be feasible in these
limited cases.  It may be possible to obtain data from the firms which do capitalise their film production
and to assume that the relationship between their production costs and the capitalised values in their
balance sheets could be extrapolated to the other film producers.

Work-in-progress

40. The SNA93 states in paragraph 10.102

"Work-in-progress consists of output produced by an enterprise that is not yet finished, i.e., not
yet sufficiently processed to be in a state in which it is normally supplied to other institutional
units.  Work-in-progress occurs in all industries, but is especially important in those in which
some time is needed to produce a unit of finished output - for example in...films..."  (SNA93,
paragraph 10.102)

This paragraph is written in the context of a discussion on changes in inventories.  From the quotation
above, it seems clear that uncompleted artistic originals are to be treated as work in progress rather than
capitalised.

Balance sheet data

41. SNA93 gives some direction in paragraph 13.45 on how to treat entertainment, literary and
artistic originals.   It suggests valuation at cost of production but if this is not possible a present value
approach should be used.  However, this paragraph seems to contradict statements in Chapter 6 of SNA93
which recommend the use of present value techniques ahead of the cost of production approach.  The ABS
proposes that the present value approach be used to estimate both flow and balance sheet values.

ANA Decision

42. The ANA will implement the SNA93 recommendation on artistic originals as far as possible.
The major artistic original to be covered is film production on own-account and data are available to
estimate this item.  A present value approach is proposed for the valuation of film production in Australia.
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Lindy Ingham
National Accounts Branch
Australian Bureau of Statistics
May 1997
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APPENDIX 1:  COMPARISON OF THE VALUATION OF ARTISTIC ORIGINALS USING
COST OF PRODUCTION APPROACH AND PRESENT VALUE APPROACH

Cost of Production Approach*

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Film production costs 220

Royalties 50 10 10

Gross fixed capital formation 220

Gross operating surplus 50 10 10

Consumption of fixed capital
(equals Royalties)

50 10 10

Net operating surplus 0  0 0

Value of asset at start of year 220 20 10

Gross fixed capital formation 220

Change in volume of asset during year -150

Less Consumption of fixed capital 50 10 10

Value of asset at end of year 220 20 10   0

*Assume the inflation rate and the discount rate are both zero.
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APPENDIX 1 (Cont’d)

Present Value Approach*

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Film production costs 220

Royalties 50 10 10

Gross fixed capital formation 70

Gross operating surplus -150   50 10 10

Consumption of fixed capital
(equals Royalties)

50 10 10

Net operating surplus -150     0   0   0

Value of asset at start of year 70 20 10

Gross fixed capital formation 70

Less Consumption of fixed capital 50 10 10

Value of asset at end of year 70 20 10   0

*Assume the inflation rate and the discount rate are both zero.
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APPENDIX 2:  CASE 1 - COFC EQUAL TO ROYALTIES

Present Value Approach*

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Film production costs  220

Royalties 50 10 10

Gross fixed capital formation    60

Gross operating surplus -160   50 10 10

Consumption of fixed capital
(equals Royalties)

 50 10 10

Net operating surplus -160     0   0   0

Value of asset at start of year  60 17   9

Gross fixed capital formation    60

Less Consumption of fixed capital 50 10 10

Unexplained difference 7  2   1

Value of asset at end of year    60 17  9   0

*Assume the inflation rate is zero and the discount rate is 10%.
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APPENDIX 2:  CASE 2 - COFC EQUAL TO DISCOUNTED ROYALTIES

Present Value Approach*

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Film production costs  220

Royalties 50 10 10

Gross fixed capital formation 60

Gross operating surplus -160   50 10 10

Consumption of fixed capital
(equals discounted royalties)

 45   8   7

Net operating surplus -160 5   2 3

Value of asset at start of year 60 17   9

Gross fixed capital formation 60

Less Consumption of fixed capital  45  8 7

Unexplained difference 2 0 -2

Value of asset at end of year 60 17 9 0

*Assume the inflation rate is zero and the discount rate is 10%.
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APPENDIX 2:  CASE 3 - COFC EQUAL TO DIFFERENCE IN OPENING AND CLOSING
BALANCE SHEET VALUES

Present Value Approach*

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Film production costs  220

Royalties 50 10 10

Gross fixed capital formation    60

Gross operating surplus -160 50 10 10

Consumption of fixed capital
(difference between opening and closing
balance sheet values)

43 8 9

Net operating surplus -160 7   2   1

Value of asset at start of year 60 17   9

Gross fixed capital formation 60

Less Consumption of fixed capital 43  8 9

Value of asset at end of year 60   17 9   0

*Assume the inflation rate is zero and the discount rate is 10%.
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APPENDIX 3:  CHOICE OF DISCOUNT RATE FOR ARTISTIC ORIGINALS - FILM

To calculate the present value of the future receipts expected from using film originals in
production, a rate of discount must be chosen to convert future receipts into values in the year the films
were produced.  SNA93 recommends derivation of the rate of discount from information relating to
transactions in the particular types of assets rather than using a general rate of interest, such as one derived
from the yield on government bonds (SNA93, paragraph 13.34).

However, to operationalise this in the Australian film industry is difficult as there is unlikely to
be any information available on transactions involving films.  In fact the most relevant discount rate which
might be used for this industry is that which is applicable for the government sector as the main investor in
the film industry.

As the Australian film industry is largely subsidised by the government the opportunity cost of
the government investing in the film industry, at the margin, would be reducing its borrowing from
markets.  The government makes various types of borrowings, short term and long term.  Most government
borrowings are through Treasury notes and Treasury bonds.  A reasonable approximation of the average
interest rate paid by Government would be a weighted average of short term and long term bond rates.

By conducting a sensitivity analysis with discount rates, say, 2 percentage points either side of
this weighted average, an indication of how significant the choice of discount rate is to the overall results
would be obtained.

It is interesting to note that the Netherlands3, in their valuation of artistic originals used a discount
rate of 8.0 per cent in 1990 and 7.8 per cent in 1991 (equivalent to a moving 10-year average of the long
term rate of interest).  The discount rate was used at the aggregate level for recorded media, book
publishing and films.
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